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About This Content

The Road to Revolution: The Campaign (PFRPG)

One of the most critically acclaimed campaign out there now completely converted to Pathfinder!

The Road to Revolution is a complete conversion of the 320 pages campaign designed for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying
Game.

Set in the Great City, this epic campaign takes characters from their humble beginnings, all the way to powerful adventurers
upon whose actions the City will come to depend. The Campaign Arc contains six adventures in all, each written by the original

authors of the Great City Campaign Setting. Arc adventures can be played individually or linked with others in the series to
create a complete campaign.

This module contains:
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The Skullcrackers by John Ling - Levels 1-3

The Bloody Fix by Lou Agresta and Rone Barton - Levels 3-6

Tides of Blood by Adam Daigle, Tim Hitchcock, Greg Oppedisano - Levels 6-9

Puncture the Blackened Vein by Lou Agresta and Rone Barton - Levels 9-11

The Usurpers by Tim Hitchcock - Levels 11-13

The Sundered Legion by Liz Courts and Brendan Victorson - Levels 13-16:

Fantasy Grounds Conversion: Cari Most
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - PFRPG The Road to Revolution: The Campaign (PFRPG)
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 3 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7x or 8x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: n/a

Additional Notes: Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game.

English
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Better than I expected. Dumber than I expected. More fun than I expected. Prettier than I expected. I like it on Low quality for
the crunchier effect, as well. Dang these monters interrupting my 3D autumn night.. The DM Guide is an amazing must have
addon for any 5th edition DM. The item forge is just amazing and lets you do so many things that would take important time
away from other prep items, or worse, delay the game while the DM messes with items. It includes all the tables from the DM
guide that would take eons to put in the game.. complete crap. I very fun game and i love the art. Meh, it's ok. Go play one of
the ones on DS/3DS instead.. My favorite game series
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A good game. Has a lot of potential. It's a good Civ clone, it has all the vibes of Civ games from Civ 1 - 6 and could be
developed further. I will change my review to recommend after a lots of improvements or when it's out of early access (with a
lots of improvements, of course).. Great visual novel, the art is well done, the voice overs and animations are a nice touch. It has
an interesting story premise, which is well written. It is a little short, however I think it's worth it.

Looking foward to more from the Developer.. It's like a worse more complicated version of the original game, i don't recomend
this game. It's cute little game in the likes of Ballance or Marble Madness.
Entertains for a few hours, the level design is decent though the varierty is pretty slim. Also had a few irritating bugs, where my
screen went completely black and forced me to restart the level.

But for a few bucks you can't really complain too much about it.. Great game about a running snowman. Rising Storm is a
realistic FPS brought you by Tripwire Interactive, a fantastic developer.

This title is a spin-off of Red Orchestra of which the franchise is based in the Second World War. Instead of Soviet Union
fighting against the German Nazis, here the game is based in the Pacific War of which you fight with the Japanese Empire or
the United States of 'MURICA (I mean America...). Just like Red Orchestra, I suggest you only play this game if you're not
deeply affected by war movies or if you don't have war trauma. Like I said in my brief introduction, the game wants to be as
realistic as it can be without breaking the pacing. There's a lot of good voice acting here which can transmit pain. For example, I
accidentally shot one of my teamates and the player's avatar died. The player respawned, however, the avatar kept crying of the
pain and he wouldn't stop. It made me feel bad for the mistake and I couldn't concentrate properly. So as I said, be sure you
would be fine with the execution of the theme.

You'll be fighting in many historical locations which are very well built for the game mechanics implemented in the game.
Rising Storm is an assimetrical class-based game of which you have various roles to choose from. Assimetrical multiplayer (for
those of you who don't know), is a system of which both teams or more have different attributes and features but the game is
still balanced. In this case, the Americans have many classes with a better selection of weapons and the Japanease use guerilla-
tactics and have special abilities. It's a bit harder to use the Japanease and you don't have a tutorial segment for them. What's
harder to learn is how you should play Rising Storm, it's a lot harder to know how to advance efficiently or to defend as long as
you can.

Even though it's a class-based game, what really matters is logistics here. What I'm talking about is moving as many soldiers as
you can from point A to B and holding the point....preferably without dying of course.... You have many respawn tickets and as
long as you don't burn too much time and don't waste them in an unproductive way, what you should be worried about is pushing
with your teammates. You'll die many times though, so don't be suprised, it's a very hard game. You can respawn alongside your
squad leader like in Battlefield.

The game is quite slow if you're doing things right. There's a lot of cover-based shooting because you can actually stick to cover,
fire blindshots and tilt out of cover to fight. In all cases, do not go alone and don't run-and-gun. Go with teammates so you can
get cover fire. Speaking of the firefights, the guns are very enjoyable to use but are hard to control because of their recoil. The
game rewards for long and accurate shots, specially because you're dealing with old guns which work best in a specific way.

Rising Storm as Red Orchestra has a regenerative health that is mixed with consciousnesses and morale. So not only will
shooting directly your enemy lower his HP, but also suppresive fire and nearby artillery fire will do the same. When your HP
bar is low, you'll have difficulty hearing and you'll only see black and white. However, once the HP bar is low, you have to shoot
them directly. You can also get injured and bleed out, so make sure you stick your head low.

Thee graphics are very beautiful but there are no facial animations which make it awkward to look at the soldiers. If you don't
have a very good machine, then don't worry, the extensive option menu will help you on that.

In conclusion, Rising Storm has a high learning curve which probably will put you off if you don't like very hard games, but if
you're looking for a challenge, then I recommend it!. steampunk tower 2 is a very fun game in which we destroy machines and
kill people and unlock the totalizm europe. The store page says that this game has trading cards, but it doesn't appear on my
badges page. It isn't a bad game, but language settings should persist after quitting.. Works flawlessly on Xubuntu 18.04 AND
the HDWidescreen patch from Hot n Spicy works as well. This is a very well done port to computer of the board game StarFleet
Battles. If your looking for the Starfleet Battles board game on your computer, you will not be dissapointed. I bought this game
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new 20ish+ years ago and still play it, although i will say the best of the series is SFC2OP. Big thumbs up from me and happy to
see this great old game on STEAM. If you are looking for something more arcade like it may not be for you.....and I am still
looking for better ship models similar to Firesouls OP+ mod for SFC2OP. I might even be able to import those models into
SFC1....we shall see :-D <("). pretty good game
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